
Iron Bay Fund, LP

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2017 1.64 2.13 (.06) .20 (2.50) 3.19 (.14) (1.09) -- -- -- -- 3.30

2016 (7.38) (3.72) 4.99 4.91 1.37 (1.60) 3.82 3.93 (.19) (.09) 12.18 7.51 27.14

2015 (6.42) 4.57 6.43 (.79) .27 3.23 2.19 1.66 1.61 3.54 4.42 .39 22.54

2014 (.43) 1.34 1.31 (3.39) .85 1.52 (3.59) 1.08 (2.75) 8.94 (.52) 5.22 9.27

2013 4.58 .74 1.62 (1.65) 1.62 2.45 5.99 (2.10) 2.30 1.38 4.20 1.12 24.30

2012 2.42 .57 3.09 (1.01) (2.59) 2.59 .06 1.98 3.12 .37 (.91) 2.49 12.67

2011 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- (.64) 3.05 .91 1.66 5.04

Robert Bolton, Portfolio Manager August 2017

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE, NET OF FEES

OVERVIEW

The Iron Bay Fund celebrated its 6th year anniversary in August. While the environment has been challenging for 

financials, we have maintained a strong track record over the past six years and we are committed to the hard work in 

continuing those efforts going forward.

The Fund finished August (1.09%), outperforming the Nasdaq Bank Index (3.81%), as the sector came under 

pressure amid widespread uncertainty.  Geopolitical tensions and lack of meaningful progress towards Trump pro-

growth strategies has dampened enthusiasm for the financials. The S&P 500 returned positive performance for the 

fifth consecutive month. However, subdued inflation and mixed economic data would suggest a lower probability of 

a Fed rate hike at year end. Taken together with expectations of reforms (tax and regulatory) extending into 2018, we 

expect we will see continued volatility.  Additionally, a flattening yield curve, muted loan growth and rising deposit 

costs do not bode well for the banking sector in the near term.

We are confident that long term economic growth is moving in the right direction and there is evidence to suggest 

both businesses and consumers have more stable balance sheets. Global demand is strong and European economic 

growth is on a positive trajectory. We do recognize that the uncertainty surrounding the stated unwinding of the 

massive Fed balance sheet and QE overseas will remain an overhang for the markets.

There were a few notable transactions in the portfolio this month:

1) Atlantic Capital Bancshares (ACBI) announced the pricing of a (previously communicated) secondary 

sale of shares by one of their larger shareholders.  Three million shares were priced at $16.50 per share.  

We took the opportunity to add to our position leveraging the discounted pricing.

2) Center State Banks (CSFL) of Florida, agreed to acquire Sunshine Bancorp (SBCP), a fund holding, for 

$171 million in stock.  We view the transaction favorably for Center State and have decided for the time 

being to remain shareholders.

3) Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc. (PPBI), a Fund holding, announced the acquisition of Southern California 

based Plaza Bancorp (PLZZ) for $226.3million in stock. The transaction is expected to be immediately 

accretive to EPS and tangible book value.  The private equity shareholders in Plaza Bancorp are also 

investors in Pacific Mercantile (PMBC) (another fund holding), which would potentially signal their 

intent to support a sale of this bank as well.

We continue to manage through the volatility positioning the portfolio in those names that we feel offer a compelling 

opportunity either as a seller or as a strategic acquirer. Additionally, we will continue to defend against a wave of 

near term uncertainty.  If you have any questions or would like to arrange a call please let us know. Thank you for 

your interest in the Fund.  



Iron Bay Fund, LP

Past performance of the funds is no guarantee of future returns. The return data presented in our monthly letter is representative of our day-one investor 

returns. Specific investor returns may vary due to the time they came into the fund.  This report is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an 

offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy limited partnership interests or shares. Offers can only be made via an offering memorandum, which is available to 

qualified investors. The respective offering memoranda include a more complete discussion of the various risk factors associated with an investment in the 

Fund. The limited partnership interests and shares, as applicable, of the Fund have not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933 or applicable state 

securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to an exemption available under such Act for securities issued in a private placement and 

corresponding provisions of state law. The information contained in this presentation is confidential, proprietary to Iron Bay Capital GP and may be used by 

the recipient for the sole purpose of considering an investment in the Iron Bay Fund LP.

Partnership Overview:  Iron Bay Fund, LP is a limited partnership that focuses on investing in the securities of US domiciled, publicly traded financial services 

companies, particularly community banks.  The Partnership has the ability to sell short securities and may utilize moderate leverage in an effort to enhance returns.  

Iron Bay Fund, LP seeks to invest in companies that have attractive valuations based on fundamentals, merger and acquisition opportunities, increasing dividend 

payouts and above average capital deployment opportunities.   Investments are selected using in-depth fundamental research, supported by robust trading discipline and 

risk management techniques. 

SERVICE PROVIDERS & INVESTMENT TERMS

Fund Manager Robert Bolton

Management Fee 1.75%

Performance Fee 20%

Lock Up None

Redemptions Quarterly with 60 Days Notice

Administrator Virtus Partners

Auditor KPMG

Prime / Custodian Weeden / Goldman Sachs

Legal Woods Oviatt Gilman, LLP

PERIOD IRON BAY FUND NASDAQ BANK INDEX RUSSELL 2000 INDEX

August 2017 (1.09) (3.81) (1.30)

QTD (1.23) (4.39) (.71)

YTD  3.30 (6.79) 3.55

RETURN DATA

CONTACT INFORMATION

Iron Bay Capital
2507 Browncroft Blvd.

Suite 102

Rochester, NY 14625

(585) 348-9226 

rbolton@ironbaycapital.com

www.ironbaycapital.com
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